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If you are going to see high mass or high redshift clusters, you risk: 

● Accidentally making claims of tension when no tension exists
●  Missing a potentially important discovery.

Especially if you will see high mass and high redshift clusters.



  

Summary and motivation

● Clusters are sensitive to non-Gaussianity and probe n-G at a unique scale
➔ most sensitive deep into the tail of probability distributions

●  Care must be taken when:
➔ estimating the rareness of a cluster.
➔ estimating the rareness of an ensemble of clusters.
➔ applying mass-functions deep into their tails.

 Current data requires analyses to probe masses and n-Gs untested by simulations. And, does 
not indicate significant tension with LCDM (subject to uncertainties on selection function).



  

Effect of n-G on cluster formation

+fNL +skewness
+gNL +kurtosis

+skewness positive tail increases
  negative tail decreases

+kurtosis positive tail increases
 negative tail increases

and vice versa (+fNL cannot explain voids!)



  

Measuring non-Gaussianity
We can measure/constrain non-Gaussianity by:

● Bispectrums - strictly zero for Gaussian, so very sensitive to deviations.
● CMB
● LSS not yet competitive

● Correction to galaxy bias.

● Realistic constraints from clusters in the future (assumes errors are Gaussian).
    

Very different scales



  

● Deep into the tail of the distribution the errors aren't Gaussian.
● If sufficiently rare, the mere existence of a pink elephant cluster could rule out 

LCDM.  Because surveys aren't yet flux limited, it could be pink elephant 
clusters that give best first chances of finding tension.

The tail of the distribution.



  

pre-2011 results.
X-rays, etc.

But!
which includes these clusters

SPT

Hoyle et al. 
Enqvist et al. the same 
Cayon et al. the same

Jee et al. 
Jimenez and verde 
Hoyle et al.
Enqvist et al.
Jee et al. (2011)



  

● Either SZ selected clusters are very different to other clusters.
➔But individually, the SZ clusters seem just as improbable

● Perhaps LCDM is a horrendous fit, but so is any amount of non-
Gaussianity.

● Or something fishy is going on somewhere...
➔ But it can't be Eddington bias, because SPT took that into account

What on earth is happening?



  



  

 What were the odds of getting 
exactly this weekend's lottery 

numbers?



  

Small R simply isn't uncommon



  

Small R simply isn't uncommon



  

What does unbiased R look like?



  

What contour should we use?
What is the probability    is above       ?

f is the interesting dimensionless quantity.

(Basically)



  

What contour should we use?

A different expansion history

Changes to the primordial spectrum.

● Non-Gaussianities
● A different 

● A different equation of state
● Cosmological back-reaction.



  

The true, conservative, rarenesses

mass errors push R ----> 0.5



  

Ensemble rareness



  

Ensemble rareness



  

Ensemble rareness



  

Actual ensemble rarenesses



  

Actual ensemble rarenesses



  

What if we aren't conservative?

arXiv:1108.5458



  

Getting the n-G tail correct.



  

Quantitative effects of NG
● Theoretical Gaussian mass functions are getting better and better.
● Until  recently weren't trusted enough, so typical method...

● Sounds dodgy.... is a little dodgy... but tested against simulations.
● In the approximate limit (large mass, high redshift) it also 

matches the best theory.



  

Different non-Gaussian ratios

● Loverde et al 

● MVJ

 Then use excursion sets to increase complexity of collapse model.



  

Integrate to ∞? (be careful)

If Mmax > Mturn some of the
 probability is unphysical.
Once Mmax >> Mturn almost all
 the probability is unphysical.
But, if Mmax < Mturn results 
can be trusted.

Enqvist, SH, Taanilla (arXiv:1012.2732)



  

● Assume well motivated hierarchy in 
● Resum all terms of order 

The “resummed” mass-function
A. Paranjape, C. Gordon and S.H. (arXiv:1104.1145)

● Define 'a' based on choice of Gaussian mass-function to ensure stability at 
large      . 

● Not one free parameter to play with in ratio

 Necessary so long as data does not constrain small     and small



  

Give Aseem's solution, show the 
PPH plots and stress no free 
parameters. Maybe two slides.

The “resummed” mass-function

● In range well tested by simulations, it matches very well.
● As expected, it deviates outside of tested range. However this is when other 

formalisms are breaking down. Needs testing.



  

Rareness of fNL ensembles

These are mean values. But there is a tail where R is very small.



  

Rareness of fNL ensembles



  

Rareness of fNL ensembles



  

Summary and motivation

● Clusters are sensitive to non-Gaussianity and probe n-G at a unique scale

●  Care must be taken when:
➔ estimating the rareness of a cluster.
➔ estimating the rareness of an ensemble of clusters.
➔ applying mass-functions deep into their tails.

 Current data requires analyses to probe masses and n-Gs untested by simulations. And, does 
not indicate significant tension with LCDM (subject to uncertainties on selection function).



  

End

Clusters in the Universe are less rare than they appear.
So we should be seeing many more of them soon...


